INTRODUCING WYNN PALACE
Wynn Palace is the second luxurious integrated resort in Macau following the launch of Wynn
Macau in 2006. Designed as a floral-themed destination, the hotel is setting a new standard
for luxury and elegance that elevates the guest experience to new heights. As a Five-Star
resort awarded by the Forbes Travel Guide, Wynn Palace garners Five-Star awards for its
hotel, spa and restaurant. With a total of five Five-Star restaurants, Wynn Palace now has
more Forbes Travel Guide Five-Star restaurants than any other individual resort in the world.
Designed to enchant guests with even the most exacting standards, each of the 1,706
exquisitely furnished rooms, suites and villas are lavishly appointed with bespoke details and
unique amenities including Wynn signature beds and linens, exclusive bathroom amenities,
Bluetooth audio systems by Bang & Olufsen, touch screen automation control and high speed
internet access.
Fine dining is embraced with a passion among the gifted chefs at Wynn Palace, where the
culinary arts are celebrated with a variety of imaginative options. Guests may enjoy authentic,
sumptuous Cantonese delicacies while overlooking the Performance Lake at our Michelin
restaurant – Wing Lei Palace, or experience Sichuan cuisine in a refined and artful way and a
collection of rare Chinese teas at the Michelin two-star Sichuan Moon, both the recipients of
Asia’s 50 Best Restaurants award. Guests may also find the best steak and seafood in town
at SW Steakhouse, explore authentic Japanese dining in a contemporary setting at Mizumi or
delve into the art of sushi presented by the master chefs at the intimate Sushi Mizumi. The
prestigious Forbes Travel Guide rates Wing Lei Palace, Sichuan Moon, SW Steakhouse,
Mizumi and Sushi Mizumi as Five-Star restaurants.
For casual dining, guests may enjoy a multi-sensory regional Chinese hot pot experience at
Fontana, Cantonese comfort food in a dynamic environment at Red 8, freshly made noodles
and Northern classics at 99 Noodles, authentic ramen at Hanami, classic local café and
authentic Thai dishes at Palace Café, Asian and Western favorites with splendid panoramic
views at the Pool Café on our rooftop terrace, fresh-from-the-oven pastries and bubble teas at
Buns & Bubbles, or fresh and fast-paced Italian gourmet at Pronto. Those with a sweet tooth
will enjoy the aptly-named Sweets, which presents a decadent array of chocolates, ice cream
and fresh Hong-Kong egg waffles. As evening approaches, guests can indulge in a wide
selection of fine gin, rare Japanese whiskeys, wines and Champagnes at Wing Lei Bar along
with an innovative cocktail menu.

Travelers in the mood for luxury retail therapy will find the most fashionable names have
made a home at Wynn Palace. With 9,848 square meters (106,000 square feet) of exquisitely
designed retail space, Wynn Esplanade ensures guests can enjoy a highly curated collection
crafted to offer an unparalleled shopping experience that satisfies the guest’s every
indulgence. This stylish shopping paradise offers the latest in fashion, jewelry, accessories
and exquisite timepieces.
Guests wishing to take a moment’s pause from the energy of Cotai will find the ideal cocoon
nestled in the heart of the resort at the Forbes Travel Guide Five-Star Spa at Wynn Palace.
The largest spa in Macau, guests can enjoy a range of experiences from rejuvenating facials
to transcendent massages and signature holistic body rituals, each custom-designed to suit
individual needs, using exquisitely crafted products exclusive to The Spa at Wynn Palace.
From the most intimate party to conventions on a grand scale, a dedicated team is always on
hand to design and execute perfect, bespoke events. Wynn Palace offers 3,438 square
meters (37,000 square feet) of event space, including a pillarless Grand Theater Ballroom
with a theatrical-standard stage that can host up to 1,200 guests, four meeting rooms with 10
configurations and a refined private lobby. To ensure a flawless occasion, event organizers
can review every detail with the resort’s team of dedicated planners at the Events Studio.
For entertainment, guests can experience the dazzling Performance Lake from the waterside
or from the air via the unique SkyCab that brings visitors into the heart of the resort. Guests
also can delight at the spectacle of floral sculptures, impressing old and young alike with new
creations made from tens of thousands of flowers appearing every season.
Every palace is home to spectacular art, and Wynn Palace is no exception. Continuing the
tradition started at Wynn Macau of bringing Chinese artworks home, the resort’s collection
includes a set of four rare porcelain Qing-dynasty Buccleuch vases – some of the finest
examples of chinoiserie, the ultimate artistic encounter between East and West – and works
by some of the world’s leading artists.

WYNN PALACE ROOMS & SUITES
All 1,706 spectacular rooms, suites and villas at Wynn Palace are exquisitely appointed with
bespoke details and unique shimmering gold amenities, designed with maximum relaxation in
mind. Guests can luxuriate in spacious surroundings, which extend to fabulous views over the
Performance Lake, Macau’s sparkling Cotai skyline or the resort’s breathtaking gardens.
PALACE ROOM

There are 836 Palace Rooms at Wynn Palace.
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

FOUNTAIN SUITE

Average 68-78 square meters (730-840 square feet) of
luxury living space with floor-to-ceiling windows
Wynn signature bed with fine Egyptian cotton linen (507thread count)
Bespoke Wynn Palace tea collection
65” HD television
Bang & Olufsen Bluetooth audio system
Touchscreen automation control for lights, drapes, TV
and temperature
Private spa room complete with audio experience in
Palace Spa Room option
Complimentary premium internet

There are 540 Fountain Suites at Wynn Palace.
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Average 85-107 square meters (915-1,150 square feet)
of luxury living space with separate living room and floorto-ceiling windows with view of the Performance Lake
Wynn signature bed with fine Egyptian cotton linen (507thread count)
Exclusive customized pillow menu for guest comfort
Bespoke Wynn Palace tea collection
65” HD television
Bang & Olufsen Bluetooth audio system
Touchscreen automation control for lights, drapes, TV
and temperature
Private spa room complete with audio experience in
Fountain Spa Suite option
Complimentary premium internet

EXECUTIVE SUITE

There are 105 Executive Suites at Wynn Palace.
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PARLOR SUITE

89 square meters (960 square feet) of luxury living space
with separate living room, walk-in closet and floor-toceiling windows
Wynn signature bed with fine Egyptian cotton linen (507thread count)
Exclusive customized pillow menu for guest comfort
Bespoke Wynn Palace tea collection and Nespresso
coffee machine with a luxury assortment of coffee
65” HD television in bedroom and 75” HD television in
living room
Bang & Olufsen Bluetooth audio system
Touchscreen automation control for lights, drapes, TV
and temperature
Complimentary premium internet

There are 198 Parlor Suites at Wynn Palace.
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Average 136-170 square meters (1,460–1,830 square
feet) of luxury living space with spacious living room,
walk-in closet, powder room and floor-to-ceiling windows
Wynn signature bed with fine Egyptian cotton linen (507thread count)
Exclusive customized pillow menu for guest comfort
Relaxing air jet soaking tub
Bespoke Wynn Palace tea collection and Nespresso
coffee machine with a luxury assortment of coffee
65” HD television in bedroom and 75” HD television with
soundbar in living room
Bang & Olufsen Bluetooth audio system
Touchscreen automation control for lights, drapes, TV
and temperature
Private spa room complete with audio experience in
Parlor Spa Suite and Fountain Parlor Suite options
Stunning view of the Performance Lake in Fountain Parlor
Suite option
Complimentary premium internet

FOUNTAIN SALON SUITE

There are 18 Fountain Salon Suites at Wynn Palace.
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PENTHOUSE

269 square meters (2,900 square feet) of luxury living
space with spacious living room, dining and bar area,
entertainment room, walk-in closet, powder room and
floor-to-ceiling windows with view of Performance Lake
24-hour personal butler service
Wynn signature bed with 800-thread count Italian linen
made by Frette
Exclusive customized pillow menu for guest comfort
Relaxing air jet soaking tub
Personalized mini-bar, bespoke Wynn Palace tea
collection and Nespresso coffee machine with a luxury
assortment of coffee
65” HD television in bedroom, 75” HD television with
soundbar in living room and 85” HD television with 5.1
surround sound system in media room
Bang & Olufsen Bluetooth audio system
Blu-ray DVD player and soundbar
Touchscreen automation control for lights, drapes, TV
and temperature
Private spa room complete with audio experience
Exclusive access to the viewing deck of the Performance
Lake
Complimentary premium internet

There are 4 Penthouses at Wynn Palace.
▪
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362 square meters (3,900 square feet) of ultimate
luxurious living space with a spacious living room, dining
area, a grand piano, media room, powder room, two
master suites each equipped with walk-in closet and
floor-to-ceiling windows with view of the Performance
Lake
24-hour personal butler service
Wynn signature bed with 800-thread count Italian linen
made by Frette
Exclusive customized pillow menu for guest comfort
Relaxing air jet soaking tub and steam shower
Personalized mini-bar, bespoke Wynn Palace tea
collection and Nespresso coffee machine with a luxury
assortment of coffee
85” HD television with 7.1 surround sound system in
media room
Bang & Olufsen Bluetooth audio system

▪
▪
▪
▪

GARDEN VILLA

Blu-ray DVD player and soundbar
Touchscreen automation control for lights, drapes, TV
and temperature
Private spa room complete with audio experience
Complimentary premium internet

There are 5 Garden Villas at Wynn Palace.
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Average 622-743 square meters (6,700–8,000 square
feet) of ultimate luxurious living space with floor-to-ceiling
windows and doors that open out to an outdoor garden
and a 45-meter-long swimming pool, a spacious living
room, separate dining area, a grand piano, pool table,
media room, powder room, walk-in closet, private salon
and two master suites (three master suites in Three
Bedroom Garden Villa)
24-hour personal butler service
Wynn signature bed with 800-thread count Italian linen
made by Frette
Exclusive customized pillow menu for guest comfort
Relaxing air jet soaking tub and steam shower
Personalized mini-bar, bespoke Wynn Palace tea
collection and Nespresso coffee machine with a luxury
assortment of coffee
85” HD television with 7.1 surround sound system in
media room
Bang & Olufsen Bluetooth audio system
Blu-ray DVD player and soundbar
Touchscreen automation control for lights, drapes, TV
and temperature Private spa room complete with audio
experience
Private spa room complete with audio experience
Private gym room in Three Bedroom Garden Villa
Complimentary premium internet

DINING
Dining at Wynn Palace is a multi-sensory experience that fuses gastronomy with art and
entertainment. The remarkable dishes created by our dedicated chefs celebrate good taste in
every sense, inviting guests to savor the moment amid elegant surroundings.

FINE DINING
WING LEI PALACE

Offering a truly memorable dining experience, Wing Lei Palace,
the recipient of Michelin one-Star, Forbes Travel Guide Five-Star
award and Asia’s 50 Best Restaurants award, features a team of
esteemed Chinese chefs preparing the finest Cantonese cuisine
in a lavish gold and jade-toned dining room. The three-tiered
dining room offers every seat a spectacular view of the
Performance Lake outside where music, light and water combine
to provide the perfect entertainment. Diners can enjoy an array
of hand-made dim sum and barbecued dishes served daily at
lunch time, with seasonal menus showcasing classic favorites
over dinner, all complemented by 40 specialty teas handselected by Wynn Palace’s Tea Sommeliers.
Dress is casual elegant.
▪ Lunch is served from 12:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. daily.
▪ Dinner is served from 6:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. daily.
▪ Reservations recommended: (853) 8889 3663

SW STEAKHOUSE

For the best steak and seafood in town, the resort’s signature
steakhouse, which is rated a Five-Star restaurant by the
esteemed Forbes Travel Guide, presents dinner as theatre with
a reinvention of the classic dinner show. Exceptional seafood,
including an astonishing range of lobster, shellfish and day-boat
fish, complements the finest cuts of beef from the United States,
Australia and Japan. Savor exquisite wines and Macau’s finest
collection of brown spirits as the lights darken, music fades and
an aperture opens, amazing guests with a one-of-a-kind visual
animation to delight the senses.
Dress is casual elegant. Children age 10 years and above are
welcome.
▪ Dinner is served Thursday to Sunday from 5:30 p.m. to
11:00 p.m.
▪ Reservations recommended: (853) 8889 3663

MIZUMI

Boasting an extraordinary team of Japanese Master Chefs,
Mizumi is a true expression of Japanese culture, hospitality and
culinary heritage. Mizumi is also the proud recipient of the
Forbes Travel Guide Five-Star award. Guests can savor
teppanyaki, tempura, sushi and a full a la carte menu in a
vibrant and contemporary setting. A collection of rare and
exclusive sakes, Japanese whiskies and craft beers complete
this cultural immersion.
Dress is casual elegant. Children age 10 years and above are
welcome.
▪ Lunch is served Thursday to Sunday from 12:00 p.m. to
3:00 p.m.
▪ Dinner is served Thursday to Sunday from 6:00 p.m. to
10:00 p.m.
▪ Reservations recommended: (853) 8889 3663

SUSHI MIZUMI

Influenced by Tokyo’s renowned sushi bars, Sushi Mizumi, the
recipient of Forbes Travel Guide Five-Star award, offers an
intimate journey through the unique world of this Japanese
culinary art. Offering only 12 seats at the counter, Master Sushi
Chefs will serve diners the season’s finest seafood imported
fresh daily from Tokyo’s famed Toyosu Market, providing an
omakase experience that will delight the most discerning palate.
Dress is casual elegant. Children age 10 years and above are
welcome.
▪ Lunch is served Thursday to Sunday from 12:00 p.m. to
3:00 p.m.
▪ Dinner is served Thursday to Sunday from 6:00 p.m. to
10:00 p.m.
▪ Reservations recommended: (853) 8889 3663

SICHUAN MOON

Offering a visually stimulating and immersive dining experience,
Sichuan Moon, the recipient of Michelin two stars, Forbes Travel
Guide ‘Best Restaurant of the Year’ and Asia’s 50 Best
Restaurants award, embodies the essence of Sichuan cuisine in
a refined and artful way. Gathering the highest quality
ingredients from around the world, the chefs at Sichuan Moon
introduce creative new culinary techniques to design artfully
presented dishes and express the profound complexity of
Sichuan cuisine. Diners can enjoy a collection of rare Chinese

teas at tea lounge, where each element of the brewing process,
from the water, charcoal, tea leaves to the tea ware, are all very
carefully carried out by professional tea masters.
Dress is casual elegant. Children age 10 years and above are
welcome.
▪ Sichuan Moon is currently closed until further notice

CASUAL DINING
FONTANA

To create a hot pot experience that is truly authentic, the
experienced chefs at Fontana go out of their way to gather the
freshest and finest ingredients from all over the world and create
their very own, homemade hot pot broths. Fontana, with its
panoramic views to the Performance Lake – courtesy of dramatic
floor-to-ceiling windows – is the perfect setting to indulge in a hot
pot bursting with flavor while watching plumes of water dance to
music.
Dress is casual.
▪ Open Thursday to Sunday from 6 p.m. – 11 p.m.
▪ Reservations recommended: (853) 8889 3698

HANAMI

This is ramen unlike anyone has ever tasted. The menu
features a signature luscious silky and creamy tonkotsu broth
made with carefully hand-selected pork. Guests can choose
from the carefully selected toppings and hand-spun noodles.
This fast, fun 20-seat counter is the perfect place to refuel and
get back to the action.
Dress is casual.
▪ Open Tuesday to Sunday from 11:00 a.m. – 10:00 p.m.
daily.
▪ Enquiries hotline: (853) 8889 3686

RED 8

Serving Chinese specialty cuisine in the heart of the action,
the kitchen team at Red 8 serves congee, dim sum and Beijing
Duck around the clock. The casual eatery features an open
kitchen at the center where guests can appreciate an up-close
view of the chefs in action. To cater to the needs of different
customers, in addition to the entrance connecting to the
casino, guests can also access Red 8 from the South
Esplanade.

Dress is casual.
▪ Open 24 hours daily.
▪ Enquiries hotline: (853) 8889 3648

99 NOODLES

Led by chefs from Shaanxi and Shanxi, the birthplaces of
noodles, 99 Noodles serves Northern noodle classics handpulled fresh by our resident master throughout the day. Familiar
favorites are served in a fast paced, high-spirited setting. Nine
noodles, paired with a choice of nine broths or garnishes, are
featured alongside dim sum and other hot and cold specialties.
Dress is casual and adults aged 21 and above are welcome to
dine here as the restaurant is located on the casino floor.
▪ Open from 11:00 a.m. – 12:00 midnight daily.
▪ Enquiries hotline: (853) 8889 3678

PALACE CAFÉ

Palace Café offers delicious Macau and Hong Kong café-style
delicacies and authentic Thai cuisine to satisfy every palate.
Guests can relax amidst casual elegance and enjoy a premium
pork chop bun, classic baked rice and the signature silky Hong
Kong-style milk tea, or savor an aromatic Thai dish filled with
hearty flavors, embarking on a gastronomic journey to
experience local and Thai flavors at just one dining destination.
Dress is casual and adults aged 21 and above are welcome to
dine here as the restaurant is located on the casino floor.
▪ Open from 11:00 a.m. – 11:00 p.m. daily.
▪ Enquiries hotline: (853) 8889 3677

PRONTO

Pronto features the freshly baked Napoli pizzas, crisp salads,
Italian spaghetti, freshly squeezed juices and red wines, offering
a truly Italian experience with an atmosphere reminiscent of Italy,
where guests can enjoy dining indoors or al fresco.
Dress is casual.
▪ Open from 11:00 a.m. – 10:00 p.m. daily. (Soft Opening)
▪ Enquiries hotline: (853) 8889 3669

BUNS & BUBBLES

Buns & Bubbles is a premier bakery in Macau that features
exquisite Chinese pastries, where guests can enjoy one-of-akind baked delicacies and tea specialties throughout the day.

Whether the customers are looking for a quick snack or a hearty
meal, the daily freshly baked treats at Buns & Bubbles can
deliver a satisfying gourmet experience that suits their needs.
Dress is casual.
▪ Open from 8:00 a.m. – 9:00 p.m. daily.
▪ Enquiries hotline: (853) 8889 3669
POOL CAFÉ

A rejuvenating oasis set within the lush gardens of the resort pool,
enjoy al fresco dining and a full bar overlooking the Performance
Lake. The menu includes lighter Asian and Western café
favorites, afternoon snacks, fresh juices and tropical smoothies.
Dress is casual.
▪ Pool Café is currently closed until further notice

DESSERTS
SWEETS

Sweets is the best creamery in town. A colorful, fun and oh-soindulgent update to the grand European patisserie, it offers
enticing treats that will delight any guest with a sweet tooth.
Conceived as a dreamy childhood fantasy, the intoxicating smells
of fresh Hong-Kong egg waffles draw everyone into a bounty of
colorful pastries, ice cream, cakes, chocolates and milkshakes.
Dress is casual.
▪ Open from 10:00 a.m. – 11:00 p.m. daily.
▪ Enquiries hotline: (853) 8889 3683

BAR & LOUNGE
WING LEI BAR

A jewel box in the heart of Cotai, Wing Lei Bar is a perfect place
to indulge in a wide selection of fine gin, rare Japanese
whiskeys, wines and Champagnes. An 18th-century crystal
chandelier sets the stage for Wynn Palace’s mixologists to create
modern twists on classic cocktails, while the walls adorned with
semi-precious stones create a decorative treasure hunt for
guests to explore.
Dress is refined. Adults aged 18 and above are welcome.
▪ Open from 5:00 p.m. – 1:00 a.m. daily.
▪ Enquiries hotline: (853) 8889 3668

SHOPPING
Travelers in the mood for luxury retail therapy will find the most fashionable names have
made a home at Wynn Palace. With 9,848 square meters (106,000 square feet) of exquisitely
designed retail space, Wynn Esplanade ensures guests can enjoy a Macau shopping
experience like no other. This stylish shopping paradise features around 50 shops, including
the latest in haute couture, luxury accessories, jewelry and exquisite timepieces.
STORE HOURS

Open from 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 midnight daily
Spa Shop: 9:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. daily
Gift Shop: 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 midnight daily

A. LANGE & SÖHNE

German fine watchmaking brand A. Lange & Söhne crafts
only a few thousand wristwatches in gold or platinum per
year. Since the relaunch of the brand in 1990 by Walter
Lange, Lange developed 51 manufacture calibers and
secured a top-tier position among the world’s finest watch
brands.

ALEXANDER MCQUEEN

Innovative, emotional, uncompromising – all words that
describe the romantic and provocative fashion of Alexander
McQueen, a brand which has become synonymous with
modern British couture.

AUDEMARS PIGUET

Audemars Piguet is the oldest fine watchmaking
manufacturer still in the hands of its founding families. Since
1875, the company has created numerous remarkable
masterpieces in the Vallée de Joux, writing some of the finest
chapters in the history of haute horlogerie.

BALENCIAGA

Balenciaga is the paragon of luxury and originality. Founded
by Spanish-born Cristóbal Balenciaga in 1919 and
established in Paris in 1936, the iconic French fashion house
defined the concept of modernity and elegance through the
mastery of techniques and the use of innovative fabrics.

BALLY

Innovation. Functionality. Modernity. Since 1851, these three
principles symbolize the enduring pioneer spirit of founder
Carl Franz Bally – an ethos that continues to imbue this
authentic Swiss brand with its visionary commitment to
cutting-edge techniques and world-class craftsmanship.
Today, Bally is the unique Swiss luxury shoe and
accessories brand.

BRUNELLO CUCINELLI

Founded in Italy in 1978, Brunello Cucinelli is an Italian
maison operating in the absolute luxury goods sector which
specializes in cashmere and is now one of the most
exclusive brands in the international informal luxury prêt-àporter sector.

BURBERRY

Burberry is synonymous with quality, innovation, style and
disheveled elegance. All collections and accessories are
naturally influenced by over 150 years of practical and
modern outerwear design with a relaxed and distinctly British
attitude.

BVLGARI

Founded in Rome in 1884, BVLGARI is one of the global
players in the luxury market. The company has 200 stores in
the most exclusive shopping areas in the world, including a
product portfolio that ranges from jewels and watches to
accessories and perfumes.

CARTIER

Proclaimed by British King Edward VII as “King of Jewelers,
Jewelers to Kings”, Cartier is one of the world’s top luxury
brands. Founded in 1847, with a history spanning more than
160 years, Cartier has established a unique position in the
creation of jewelry and timepieces.

CHANEL FASHION

Chanel is above all a style – Gabrielle Chanel. She created
an iconic style that became universally acclaimed, original,
feminine, yet daring. Today, Chanel Fashion, Beauty &
Fragrance, Watch & Fine Jewelry still embrace these
essential values that made Gabrielle Chanel a legend in her
own lifetime. The Chanel boutique offers a profusion of the
latest creations of the House’s iconic style brimming with
modern femininity – from day wear and evening dresses to
handbags, shoes, small leather items, fashion accessories,
as well as watch collections.

CHANEL WATCHES AND
FINE JEWELLERY

The story of Chanel Fine Jewelry began when Mademoiselle
Chanel created and presented her first fine jewelry collection
in 1932. The Chanel Watches and Fine Jewelry Boutique
nowadays magnifies the principle accents and tones of
Mademoiselle Chanel’s apartment at Rue Cambon, Paris.

CHOPARD

Founded in 1860, Chopard is an internationally acclaimed
family-owned and managed Swiss luxury watch and jewellery
brand, pervading by the spirit instilled in its tradition and
nurtured by a blend of fine craftsmanship and state-of-the-art

technical developments.
CORUM

Founded by René Bannwart in 1955 in La-Chaux-de-Fonds,
CORUM is recognized as one of the most creative brands in
the Swiss watch industry. The three core pillars of CORUM
include Admiral’s Cup, Golden Bridge and Heritage.

DOLCE & GABBANA

Established in Milan in 1985, Dolce & Gabbana is one of the
leading international players in the luxury sector. The brand
expresses distinctive style and its solid DNA is based on
sartorial ability, craftsmanship and Sicily’s Mediterranean
culture. Dolce & Gabbana carries collections of high-end
clothing, leather goods, footwear, accessories, fine jewelry
and timepieces.

DUNHILL

Design driven, with style, innovation and excellence, dunhill
is a British luxury brand led by the new vision of Creative
Director, Mark Weston and CEO, Andrew Maag. Founded in
1893 by Alfred Dunhill, the House maintains the values of
craftsmanship, tailoring and quality, while leading a discreet
revolution in ready to wear and accessories.

ETRO

Founded by Gimmo Etro in 1986, Etro is an Italian luxury
brand, which is New Tradition, the sum of artisan know-how
and creative experimentation. The materials, the workings
and a special talent with prints are what make Etro unique
and unrepeatable.

FABIO CAVIGLIA

Fabio Caviglia opened his first store in Rome in 1963 on the
Via Veneto. Forty years later, the fashion house remains one
of the most respected brands in men’s fashion, producing
elegant, refined luxury menswear, handmade in Italy for a
discerning clientele.

FRANCK MULLER

The Swiss watch manufacturer Franck Muller has been
dazzling the world with major technical advances in the
history of Haute Horlogerie. Distinguished by its
groundbreaking innovations through its heritage trademark,
the brand reinforces its highly acclaimed title as the “Master
of Complications” by achieving more than 50 world premieres
and patents.

GIORGIO ARMANI

The Giorgio Armani collection came into being in 1975, the
collection stands out for the excellence of its manufacture,
the extreme attention to detail, the purity of the lines and the
use of high quality materials.

GIRARD-PERREGAUX

Girard-Perregaux is a Swiss luxury watch manufacturer that
traces its origins to 1791. The history of Girard-Perregaux
has been marked by legendary watches that combine
extraordinary design with innovative artisanship including the
award-winning timepiece La Esmeralda, Tourbillon with
Three Gold Bridges.

GRAFF

Founded in London in 1960 by Laurence Graff, the brand is
synonymous with the most fabulous jewels in the world.
Vertically integrated and a family business, Graff is involved
in every stage of the jewelry production, from sourcing to
cutting, design and setting. Currently, Graff has over 50
salons worldwide.

GUCCI

Gucci is one of the world’s leading luxury fashion brands,
founded in Florence in 1921. With a renowned reputation for
quality and Italian craftsmanship, Gucci designs,
manufactures and distributes highly desirable products such
as leather goods, shoes, ready-to-wear, silks, timepieces and
fine jewelry. Gucci is part of the Kering Group.

HERMÈS

Founded in 1837 in Paris as a harness and saddle maker,
Hermès has been synonymous with superb craftsmanship,
the pursuit for finest quality in materials, and the continued
quest for new innovation.
Hermès today houses a full range of product families: leather
bags and luggage, equestrian, silk scarves, women’s and
men’s wear, tableware, etc, and is distributing all over the
world.

JAEGER-LECOULTRE

Since its founding in 1833, the Manufacture has been a bold
protagonist in the field of Haute Horlogerie. The keyless
watch, silent regulators for repeater watches, Calibre 101
weighing barely one gram, the iconic Reverso, as well as
unprecedented concepts such as the Dual-Wing, all
contribute to the wealth of the Jaeger-LeCoultre heritage.
The 1,249 mechanical calibres developed and the 413
registered patents illustrate the creative passion that
continually drives the men and women of the Manufacture.

JAQUET DROZ

For 280 years, Jaquet Droz has cultivated a spirit of
excellence and innovation, passing down the values of
emotion and poetry while developing timepieces with unique
character, notably including its automaton models which
never cease to astound and enthrall and its Ateliers d’Art

limited editions.
JIMMY CHOO

Jimmy Choo encompasses a complete luxury accessories
brand. Women’s shoes remain the core of the product offer,
alongside handbags, small leather goods, scarves,
sunglasses, eyewear, belts, fragrance and men’s shoes.
Jimmy Choo has a global store network encompassing more
than 200 stores. It is part of the Capri Holdings Limited luxury
fashion group.

LOUIS VUITTON

Since 1854, Louis Vuitton has brought unique designs to the
world, combining innovation with style, always aiming for the
finest quality. Faithful to its heritage, Louis Vuitton has
opened its doors to architects, artists and designers across
the years, all the while developing disciplines such as readyto-wear, shoes, accessories, watches, jewellery, fragrance
and stationery.

MESSIKA

Messika was established in Paris in 2005 by Valérie
Messika. Inherited passion for diamond from her father, the
famous diamond merchant André Messika, Valerie decided
to devote herself to diamond while following her own
path.“My goal is simple – I want diamonds to accompany
women everyday and also during the most beautiful
moments of their lives.”

MIU MIU

The Miu Miu brand, created in 1993 by Miuccia Prada,
embodies style and sensuality. It is sophisticated yet
nonchalant. The Miu Miu style has a strong identity, is
creative and possesses an independent spirit.

MONCLER

Founded in Grenoble, France in 1952, Moncler has
combined style with constant technological research assisted
by experts in activities linked to the mountain world. The
brand carries a wide range of Moncler clothing and
accessories from day-to-day city life to professional mountain
outfits.

OFFICINE PANERAI

Founded in Florence in 1860 as a workshop, for many
decades Officine Panerai supplied the Italian Navy. Today,
Officine Panerai develops and crafts its movements and
watches at its Neuchâtel manufacture, being a natural blend
of Italian design and Swiss technology.

OMEGA

Founded in 1848, OMEGA is a watch brand synonymous
with excellence, innovation and precision. The company is

defined by its pioneering spirit, demonstrated by
revolutionary watchmaking, sports timekeeping and the
exploration of oceans and space. Today, OMEGA is proudly
represented by a family of brand ambassadors, including
James Bond.
PACIFIC CIGAR

Pacific Cigar is a stylishly designed store offering premium
hand-rolled cigars and cigar accessories such as Elie Bleu,
Dunhill, S.T. Dupont and Siglo. The locale features a walk-in
humidor, where cigars are stored at just the right temperature
and humidity to ensure they are always kept at optimum
condition.

PIAGET

Conceived as an invitation to embark on an evocative
journey through the universe of Piaget, the Piaget Wynn
Palace boutique is a manifesto of the unique blend of skills in
Haute Horlogerie and Haute Joaillerie, two fields of expertise
which the brand has mastered.

PRADA

Prada was founded in Milan in 1913 by Mario Prada, Miuccia
Prada’s grandfather. Today the Prada brand includes men’s
and women’s leather goods, ready-to-wear and footwear
which synthesize an innovative, sophisticated and modern
design coupled with the high quality typical of handcrafted
products. Prada is also active in the eyewear and fragrance
sectors.

RICHARD MILLE

Richard Mille endeavored to apply the techniques and
materials found in the most innovative sectors including the
domains of F1 racing car development and the aerospace
industry to watchmaking with the goal of creating an extreme
timepiece.

ROGER DUBUIS

Roger Dubuis has been at the forefront of contemporary
Haute Horlogerie since 1995.
Its audacious creations, firmly anchored in the 21st-century,
bear the mark of all the savoir-faire and expertise of the
finest watchmaking mechanisms combined with powerful and
daring designs.

ROGER VIVIER

Roger Vivier is a French luxury accessory Maison founded
by Mr. Roger Vivier in 1963. The current creative director,
Mr. Bruno Frisoni, has successfully fused the brand’s
aesthetics with his classic yet innovative designs> The brand
of today stands alone as an icon of timeless Parisian
elegance.

SAINT LAURENT

Founded in 1961, Yves Saint Laurent was the first couture
house to introduce, in 1966, the concept of luxury prêt-àporter. Under the creative direction of Anthony Vaccarello,
appointed in April 2016, the House offers today a broad
range of women’s and men’s ready-to-wear products.

SALVATORE
FERRAGAMO

Salvatore Ferragamo is one of the world’s leaders in the
luxury industry. The uniqueness and exclusivity of its
creations, along with style, creativity and innovation enriched
by the quality and superior craftsmanship of the ‘Made in
Italy’ tradition, have always been the hallmarks of the
products.

STEFANO RICCI

Florentine designer Stefano Ricci rose to success in 1972
with his family-run luxury fashion house. Initially starting out
with fine silk ties, he soon set himself apart from the rest with
a collection of handcrafted designs aimed at the globally
discerning gentleman.

T GALLERIA BEAUTY BY
DFS

DFS Group is the world’s leading luxury travel retailer. T
Galleria by DFS offers customers an expertly curated
collection of the world’s leading luxury brands in modern and
inviting shopping environments. Wynn Palace Beauty-only
Galleria will feature 18 of the top global luxury Beauty
brands.

THE GIFT SHOP

The Gift Shop is the stop for daily necessities, as well as a
variety of unique souvenirs to take home. From the luxurious
signature Wynn linen collection to beautiful fine art
reproductions and select in-room items, this charming outlet
has it all.

THE WYNN SHOP

The best products from our award-winning resort experience
are now available at The Wynn Shop, which features an
exclusive array of gifts and personal indulgences for home
and travel. From luscious skincare and spa products to chic
pool and workout gear, our signature travel luggage, and our
“Made in Portugal” room fragrance, this curated boutique
makes it easy to bring home a touch of the Wynn
Experience. Extend your memories of a sensational stay with
these stylish items.

VACHERON
CONSTANTIN

Vacheron Constantin, crafting eternity since 1755 without
interruption, has transmitted its expertise through
generations of master craftsmen in the very spirit of Haute

Horlogerie to craft timekeepers faithful to its brand
fundamentals: technical excellence, inspired aesthetics, and
superlative finishing.
VALENTINO

Valentino, one of the most storied brands in the world, offers
a wide range of luxury products from Haute Couture and
Prêt-à-Porter to an extensive accessories collection that
includes bags, shoes, small leather goods, belts, eyewear,
silks and perfumes.

VAN CLEEF & ARPELS

Van Cleef & Arpels was born in Paris’ Place Vendôme in
1906, following Alfred Van Cleef’s marriage to Estelle Arpels
in 1895. Over the years, the maison has remained faithful to
a highly distinctive style characterized by creativity,
refinement, poetry and enchantment. Whether inspired by
nature, couture or the imagination, its collections of high
jewelry, jewelry and timepieces evoke a timeless world of
harmony and beauty.

VERSACE

Founded in 1978, Gianni Versace S.p.A. is one of the leading
global fashion design houses. Under the Artistic Direction of
Donatella Versace since 1997, Versace designs,
manufactures, distributes and retails fashion and lifestyle
products including haute couture, women’s and men’s readyto-wear, jewelry, watches, accessories, fragrances and
furniture.

CONVENTION, MEETING AND BANQUET SERVICES
From the most intimate party to conventions on a grand scale, Wynn Palace’s dedicated team
is always on hand to design and execute perfect, bespoke events. Beautifully carpeted, the
Grand Theater Ballroom provides the ideal backdrop for any occasion. Meanwhile, the
Meeting and Convention areas are decorated with signature elements including exquisite
lacquer, polished mirrors and custom folding dividers decorated with embroidery in a classic
18th-century chinoiserie design.
BALLROOM, MEETING
ROOMS AND
BOARDROOMS

Wynn Palace features 3,438 square meters (37,000 square
feet) of flexible, multi-purpose meeting space including four
meeting rooms providing 10 flexible configurations, two
purpose-built boardrooms and a pillarless 1,620-square-meter
(17,400-squarefoot) Grand Theater Ballroom with a theatricalstandard stage.

FEATURES

▪

▪
▪
▪

SERVICES

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

The Grand Theater Ballroom is a pillarless space with
dramatic, eight-meter-high ceilings and a technically
supported, theatrical-standard stage.
All meeting rooms have access to the terrace and can be
divided to accommodate several groups simultaneously.
All meeting rooms and boardrooms enjoy abundant
natural light.
All areas feature state-of-the-art technology, including
sophisticated audio visual equipment and both broadband
and wireless internet capabilities.
Full business services.
Dedicated Convention Services and Catering Sales
teams.
Themed events.
Cuisine created by the resort’s talented chefs.
Resident Floral team.
Resident Audio and Visual team.
Dedicated wedding planning and wedding butler service.

AUDIO AND VISUAL
SERVICES

▪

The resident Audio and Visual team is able to handle
guests’ complete audio and visual needs.

EVENTS STUDIO

▪

Guests can preview every detail of their event at the
Events Studio, designed and finished to Grand Theater
Ballroom specifications.

THE SPA AT WYNN PALACE
THE SPA

Wynn Palace has taken the utmost care to create and
provide the highest quality spa products and therapies
available in what is the largest spa in Macau. Inspired by
the royal residences of China’s most fabled dynasties, the
Forbes Travel Guide Five-Star Spa at Wynn Palace is a
space of luxurious tranquility providing nearly 30 treatment
options. The signature spa journeys are designed for male
and female guests, including ‘The Emperor’ and ‘The
Empress.’

HOURS OF OPERATIONS

The Fitness Center

9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. daily

The Pool

7:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
(April – November)
7:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
(December – March)

The Salon

10:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. daily

The Spa

11:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. daily

SPA FACILITIES

The 4,497-square-meter (48,403-square-foot) Spa at Wynn
Palace features 22 ultra-chic and comfortable treatment
rooms. Each private VIP suite features its own private
relaxation area, bath tub and water therapy zone.
The Spa provides separate men’s and women’s facilities
featuring water airbeds, Jacuzzi, cold plunge pools, saunas,
steam rooms, experience showers and heated tepidariums.
Lockers with spa robes, slippers and hair and body
amenities are also provided.

THE SALON

The Salon offers professional and creative hair, nail and
beauty services designed to make each guest feel uniquely
radiant.

THE FITNESS CENTER

The Fitness Center provides the latest equipment for every
level of workout, plus a yoga room and personal trainers.
Hotel guests can take advantage of advanced Cybex
equipment. The Fitness Center is available for use by hotel
guests only.

THE POOL

The outdoor pool offers guests the perfect opportunity to
enjoy a refreshing swim in the open air. It also offers a spa
pool and six private cabanas.

FLOWER CREATIONS
The excitement and childhood wonder of amusement parks is recreated using tens of
thousands of live and permanent botanicals, embroidered linen, glass, steel, resins and
crystal. These large-scale floral sculptures are extraordinary works of art, celebrating florals
as the essence of beauty in perfect harmony.
CAROUSEL
DIMENSIONS

The Carousel display stands 4.8 meters (16 feet) above the
ground and is 5.7 meters (19 feet) in width.

FLOWERS

Display contains more than 83,000 flowers in the following
species: roses, peonies, hydrangeas and delphiniums.

WEIGHT

The weight of the display is nearly 8.6 metric tons.

LIGHTS

Carousel is comprised of 360 light bulbs and 3,882 "Grain of
Wheat" lights.

PARTS

Carousel is comprised of more than 4,000 individual parts and
pieces (not including flowers).

FERRIS WHEEL
DIMENSIONS

The Ferris Wheel display stands 6.4 meters (21 feet) above the
ground and is more than 3 meters (10 feet) wide. The wheel is 4.8
meters (16 feet) in diameter.

FLOWERS

Display contains more than 103,000 flowers in the following
species: roses, hydrangeas, spray roses and button mums.

WEIGHT

The weight of the display in more than 5 metric tons.

LIGHTS

Ferris Wheel is comprised of 1,160 light bulbs.

PARTS

The Ferris Wheel legs were hand carved by Master Sculptor Mod
Toonrud of Forte Specialty Contractors, Las Vegas, NV, USA.

MONKEYS ON A SEESAW
DIMENSIONS

The Monkeys on a Seesaw display is over 5.5 meters (19 feet) in
width and the top of it stands over 4 meters (14 feet) above the
ground.

FLOWERS

The Monkeys on a Seesaw contains more than 45,000 flowers in
the following species: button mum, rose, hydrangea, carnation and
dahlia.

WEIGHT

The weight of the display is nearly 2 metric tons.

LIGHTS

The Monkeys on a Seesaw is comprised of 184 light bulbs.

PARTS

The Monkeys on a Seesaw was hand carved by Master Sculptor
Mod Toonrud of Forte Specialty Contractors, Las Vegas, NV,
USA. It is made of over 2,000 parts and pieces (not including
flowers).

WINDMILL IN A FIELD OF TULIPS
DIMENSIONS

The Windmill in a Field of Tulips display stands 5.5 meters (19
feet) above the ground and is 4.5 meters (15 feet) in width.

FLOWERS

Display contains more than 75,000 flowers in the following
species: roses, lisianthus, hydrangeas, peonies, spray roses,
daisies and stephanotis.

WEIGHT

The weight of the display is nearly 3 metric tons.

LIGHTS

The Windmill in a Field of Tulips is comprised of exactly 1,000
light bulbs.

PARTS

The Windmill in a Field of Tulips is composed of over 3,000
individual parts and pieces (not including flowers).

JACK IN THE BOX
DIMENSIONS

Jack in the box is a square box over 1.8 meters (6 feet) in length,
and when Jack springs from his box he stands over 2.6 meters
(15 feet) above the ground.

FLOWERS

Display contains more than 30,000 flowers in the following
species: roses, daisies, dahlias, zinnias, button mums, spray
roses and gerbera daisies.

WEIGHT

The weight of the display is nearly 2 metric tons.

PARTS

The Jack in the box is composed of over 1,800 individual parts
and pieces (not including flowers).

FABERGÉ EGG
DIMENSIONS

The Faberge Egg is nearly 2.4 meters (8 feet) wide, when the
Phoenix rises, she stands 4.9 meters (16 feet) above the ground.

FLOWERS

Display contains more than 60,000 flowers in the following
species: rose, azaleas, spray roses and hydrangeas.

WEIGHT

The weight of the display in nearly 2 metric tons.

LIGHTS

The Faberge Egg is internally lit with 6 moving theatrical light
fixtures.

PARTS

The Faberge Egg is made of over 2,000 individual parts and
pieces (not including flowers).

HOT AIR BALLONS
DIMENSIONS

The two small balloons are 1.5 meters (5 feet) in diameter and
over 3 meters (9.8 feet) tall. The two medium balloons are 1.8
meters (6 feet) in diameter and nearly 3.7 meters (12 feet) tall.
The Large Balloon is 2.7 meters (9 feet) in diameter and over 5.2
meters (17 feet) in height.

FLOWERS

Display contains more than 90,000 flowers in the following
species: Hydrangea, Rose, Button Mum, Spray Rose, Carnation,
Anemone, Dahlia and Zinnia

WEIGHT

The weight of the display in nearly 2 metric tons.

PARTS

The five balloons are made of over 1,500 individual parts and
pieces (not including flowers)

PERFORMANCE LAKE
Romantic and graceful or dynamic and powerful, the Performance Lake will mesmerize
guests with a display combining water, music and light. Carefully choreographed in a dazzling
show that takes place every 20 to 30 minutes, it adds a touch of drama to guests’ arrival at
the hotel.
WATER

The lake covers an area of 26,783 square meters (288,289 square
feet) with an average depth of 1.2 meters (3.9 feet) and a deepest
point of 1.6 meters (5.25 feet). The lake holds 33,219,000 liters
(8,775,531 gallons) of water, turns over every 10.8 hours and is
replenished by rainwater.
The placid surface of the lake conceals over 171 Oarsmen® shooters,
18 Hypershooter® and 1,004 MiniShooter®. From lyrical sweeps to
the robust precision of vertical jets, water elements arise from the
basin to capture both the subtlety and grandeur of the music they
accompany.

LIGHTING

More than 4,105 submersible RioLights® illuminate the entire
Performance Lake in vivid colors and 1,400 StrobeStar® lights glitter
the lake. The individually controlled lights allow for a choreographic
masterpiece capable of expressing a complexity of moods, rhythms
and emotions.

MUSIC

Ranging from classical pieces to popular music, Broadway show tunes
and Chinese songs, the selection of musical works chosen for the
fountain’s performance are beautifully choreographed in a rich
dynamic collection of performances in water, light and color.

CREATED BY

WET develops contextually motivated water fountains. Design and
invention join to express the unique character of each project. Diverse
physical and cultural environments guide the design of a WET
fountain.
Since the firm’s founding in 1983 by Mark Fuller, Chairman and CEO,
WET has grown into a company of designers, engineers and technical
specialists engaged in the design and development of water features
for installations worldwide.

PERFORMANCE
SCHEDULE

Each show lasts approximately 3.5 minutes. From 12:00 noon to 7:00
p.m. daily runs at 30-minute intervals, from 7:00 p.m. to 12:00 midnight
daily runs at 20-minute intervals.

SKYCAB
The SkyCab is the best way to arrive at Wynn Palace. Guests who choose to take this
magical journey can enjoy a ride overlooking Cotai and the Performance Lake from 28 meters
(91 feet) up. Majestic golden dragons ‘greet’ the guests as they pass the north and south
sides of the lake while a custom-designed audio system is synced to the soundtrack of the
Performance Lake’s dancing fountains, providing exciting entertainment while taking in the
glittering Cotai skyline.
DIMENSIONS

The highest point of the SkyCab is 28 meters (91 feet) and it has a
total horizontal length of over 679 meters (2,228 feet). Thirteen line
towers, two deflection towers and two spectacular dragon towers guide
the SkyCab around the Performance Lake. Guests can board or
disembark the SkyCab at either of the stations situated at the outer
side of the lake and on the hotel’s south terrace.

GONDOLAS

The SkyCab seats six guests per cab, moving clockwise around the
lake to offer guests a first-class seat for the spectacular sights and
sounds of the Performance Lake and a stunning view of Cotai. The
SkyCab features 34 gondolas, transporting 1,200 guests per hour and
18,000 guests per day from both stations. For an experience of utmost
comfort, all cabins are equipped with on-board air conditioning, lighting
and audio infotainment system.

GOLDEN
DRAGONS

The two golden dragons, located on the north and south sides of the
lake, will ‘greet’ guests as they pass with accompanying lighting
effects.

SCHEDULE

▪
▪

Open from 4 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Each round-trip takes 10 minutes.

GAMING
SPACE

Approximately 39,391 square meters (424,000 square
feet) of casino space.

TABLE GAMES

Table games are located throughout the casino and
include traditional and contemporary games including
Blackjack, Caribbean Stud, Roulette, and Sic Bo. All
popular types of Baccarat also are available.

SLOTS

Wynn Palace offers guests a large variety of slot
machines. Guests may begin playing for as little as
HKD$0.05 per game or as much as HKD$6,000 per
game. Slot machines offer guests the ability to choose
denominations and game themes. The machines do not
accept coins or chips.

RED MEANS LUXURY

The Red Card is the first step in establishing the kind of
personal relationship that guests expect from a resort
such as Wynn Palace. Use the Red Card to play slots or
table games and start earning benefits that may entitle
guests to discounted room rates, complimentary meals,
preferred reservations and invitations to special events.
It can be used anywhere at Wynn Palace. Further
information on the benefits, can be found at one of the
Red Card Player’s desks located in the casino.

NO MINORS IN THE CASINO

If guests are visiting with children, please note that
Macau Law prohibits individuals under 21 years of age
from entering gaming areas.

RESPONSIBLE GAMING

Responsible gaming is an integral part of Wynn Palace’s
daily operations. If a guest or someone they know is
experiencing signs of problem gambling, guests can fill
out a “Self-exclusion and third-party exclusion” form.
Forms are available at the Casino Cashier.
Problem Gambling Help Line: (853) 2832 3998
Know your limits.

SMOKE-FREE
ENVIRONMENTS

To ensure good ventilation throughout the casino, the
smoking lounges inside the casino are equipped with
independent mechanical ventilation system and
operate under a negative pressure environment.
Wynn Palace has also installed an Ionair® Fresh Air
System. Regardless of where guests are, they will
always breathe in clean air. The process of ionization
creates a comfortable indoor air climate through the
reduction of airborne germs, bacteria, mildew, mold
and the neutralization of smoke and other odors.
Fresh and clean air is formed without UV rays or the
addition of chemicals through the activation of positive
and negative ions, the same process that happens in
nature. Guests can rest assured that they are playing
in a clean and healthy environment.
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